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Abstract
In this paper hierarchical analysis-suitable T-splines (HASTS) are developed. The re-
sulting spaces are a superset of both analysis-suitable T-splines and hierarchical B-
splines. The additional flexibility provided by the hierarchy of T-spline spaces results
in simple, highly localized refinement algorithms which can be utilized in a design or
analysis context. A detailed theoretical formulation is presented including a proof of
local linear independence for analysis-suitable T-splines, a requisite theoretical ingre-
dient for HASTS. Be´zier extraction is extended to HASTS simplifying the implemen-
tation of HASTS in existing finite element codes. The behavior of a simple HASTS re-
finement algorithm is compared to the local refinement algorithm for analysis-suitable
T-splines demonstrating the superior efficiency and locality of the HASTS algorithm.
Finally, HASTS are utilized as a basis for adaptive isogeometric analysis.
Keywords: isogeometric analysis, hierarchical splines, adaptive mesh refinement,
T-splines
1. Introduction
In this work, a hierarchical extension of analysis-suitable T-splines is developed
and utilized in the context of isogeometric design and analysis. We call this new spline
description hierarchical analysis-suitable T-splines (HASTS). The class of HASTS is
a strict superset of both analysis-suitable T-splines [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] and hierarchical B-
splines [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
T-splines, introduced in the CAD community [12], are a generalization of non-
uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) which address fundamental limitations in NURBS-
based design. For example, a T-spline can model a complicated design as a single,
watertight geometry and are also locally refinable [13, 2]. Since their advent they have
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emerged as an important technology across multiple disciplines and can be found in
several major commercial CAD products [14, 15].
Isogeometric analysis was introduced in [16] and described in detail in [17]. The
isogeometric paradigm is simple: use the smooth spline basis that defines the geometry
as the basis for analysis. As a result, exact geometry is introduced into the analysis,
the smooth basis can be leveraged by the analysis [18, 19, 20], and new innovative
approaches to model design [21, 22], analysis [7, 23, 24, 25], optimization [26], and
adaptivity [27, 28, 9, 9] are made possible. The use of T-splines as a basis for isogeo-
metric analysis (IGA) has gained widespread attention across a number of application
areas [27, 29, 2, 30, 31, 32, 25, 7, 23, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. Particular focus has been
placed on the use of T-spline local refinement in an analysis context [2, 32, 31, 30].
In the context of CAD, where a designer interacts directly with the geometry, T-
spline local refinement is most useful if confined to a single level. In other words, all
local refinement is done on one control mesh and all control points have similar influ-
ence on the shape of the surface. In this way, the geometric behavior of the surface
is easily controlled through the manipulation of control points before and after refine-
ment. In the context of analysis, however, where not all control points need to have a
geometric interpretation, the single level restriction can be relaxed. This hierarchical
point of view has important advantages:
1. Hierarchical local refinement remains completely local. Single level T-spline lo-
cal refinement always entails a degree of nonlocal control point propagation [2].
2. Hierarchical local coarsening is achieved by simply removing higher levels of
refinement where needed [9]. Local coarsening operations for single level T-
spline descriptions are possible but their algorithmic complexity remains uncer-
tain [13].
3. Hierarchical refinement and coarsening operations use a fixed control mesh which
simplifies algorithmic developments, especially for parallel computations. Sin-
gle level local refinement requires expensive mesh manipulation and modifica-
tion operations.
4. Hierarchies of finite-dimensional subspaces are the natural setting for many op-
timized iterative solvers and preconditioning techniques for large-scale linear
systems.
Initial investigations employing hierarchical B-spline refinement in the context of IGA
have demonstrated the promise of the hierarchical approach [39, 7, 40, 41, 42].
HASTS inherit the design strengths of T-splines without the single level restriction.
In this way, a complex T-spline design can be encapsulated in the first level of the hier-
archy while higher levels can be leveraged to develop adaptive multiresolution schemes
which are smooth, highly localized, geometrically exact, and appropriate for the anal-
ysis task at hand. We feel that this provides the appropriate mathematical foundation
for the development of integrated isogeometric design and analysis methodologies for
demanding applications in science and engineering. Note that, in this paper, we restrict
our theoretical developments to HASTS defined over four-sided domains. However,
extending HASTS to domains of arbitrary topological genus should be straightforward
in the context of the recently introduced spline forest [9].
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We note that in addition to T-splines, hierarchical B-splines, and NURBS a number
of alternative spline technologies have been proposed as a basis for IGA with varying
strengths and weaknesses. Truncated hierarchical B-splines (THB-splines) [11, 43, 44,
45] are a modification of hierarchical B-splines [6, 8, 40] which possess a partition
of unity and enhanced numerical conditioning. B-spline forests [9] are a generaliza-
tion of hierarchical B-splines to surfaces and volumes of arbitrary topological genus.
Polynomial splines over hierarchical T-meshes (PHT-splines) [46, 47, 48, 49], modi-
fied T-splines [50], and locally refined splines (LR-splines) [51, 52] are closely related
to T-splines with varying levels of smoothness and approaches to local refinement.
Generalized B-splines [53, 54] and T-splines [55] enhance a piecewise polynomial
spline basis by including non-polynomial functions, typically trigonometric or hyper-
bolic functions. Generalized splines permit the exact representation of conic sections
without resorting to rational functions. Generalized splines can also be used to rep-
resent solution features with known non-polynomial characteristics exactly in certain
circumstances.
1.1. Structure and content of the paper
In Section 2 the T-mesh is described and appropriate notational conventions are
introduced. Analysis-suitable T-splines are then described in Section 3. The local linear
independence of analysis-suitable T-splines is established in Section 4. Hierarchical
analysis-suitable T-splines are then defined in Section 5. In preparation for their use in
design and analysis a Be´zier extraction framework is introduced in Section 6. HASTS
are then utilized as a basis for isogeometric analysis in Section 7. In Section 8 we
draw conclusions. We note that the paper has been written so the proof of local linear
independence in Section 4 is self-contained and can be skipped if the reader is not
interested in the detailed theory of analysis-suitable T-splines.
2. The T-mesh
The T-mesh is used to define the topological structure of the associated T-spline
space. In other words, the T-mesh defines the basis functions and their relationship to
one another. We closely follow the notational conventions introduced in [5, 4, 3].
A T-mesh T in two dimensions is a rectangular partition of Ωˆ “ r1,ms ˆ r1, ns
such that all vertices V “ ti, ju P V have integer coordinates. All cells C P C
are rectangular, non-overlapping, and open. An edge is a horizontal or vertical line
segment between vertices which does not intersect any cell. The valence of a vertex
V P V is the number of edges coincident to that vertex. Since all cells are assumed
rectangular, only valence three (i.e., T-junction) or four is allowed for all vertices V Ă
p1,mq ˆ p1, nq. The sets of horizontal and vertical coordinates in the T-mesh are
denoted by hI “ t1, 2, . . . ,mu and vI “ t1, 2, . . . , nu. The horizontal and vertical
skeletons, hS and vS, of a T-mesh are the union of all horizontal and vertical edges,
respectively, and associated vertices. The entire skeleton is denoted by S “ hSY vS.
We split Ωˆ into an active region AR and a frame region FR such that Ωˆ “ FRYAR
and AR “ r1 ` tpp ` 1q{2u,m ´ tpp ` 1q{2us ˆ r1 ` tpq ` 1q{2u, n ´ tpq ` 1q{2us,
and FR “ ΩˆzAR where p and q are polynomial degrees. Note that both FR and AR
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are closed. Further, all T-meshes considered in this work are admissible as described
in [5], a mild restriction always adopted in practice. The notationT1 Ď T2 will indicate
that T2 can be created by adding vertices and edges to T1. Fig. 1 shows an example
T-mesh.
Figure 1: A bicubic T-mesh. The frame region (FR) is dark grey and the active region
(ARq is the union of the light grey and white regions. Note that the region with zero
parametric area (see Section 3.1 for a description of the parametric space of a T-spline)
is the union of the dark and light grey regions.
2.1. Analysis-suitable T-meshes
Analysis-suitable T-splines (ASTS) were introduced in [1]. The analysis-suitability
of a T-spline is dictated by the structure of the underlying T-mesh. We define face and
edge extensions to be closed line segments that originate at T-junctions. For example,
to define a horizontal face extension we trace out a horizontal line by moving in the
direction of the missing edge until tpp`1q{2u vertical edges or vertices are intersected.
To define an edge extension we trace out a horizontal line by moving in the direction
opposite the face extension until rpp ´ 1q{2s vertical edges or vertices are intersected.
A T-junction extension includes both the face and edge extensions. Since extensions
are defined as closed line segments they may intersect at their end points. An extended
T-mesh, Text, is the T-mesh formed by adding the T-junction extensions to T. The
collection of rectangular cells in Text is denoted by Cext. We say a T-mesh is analysis-
suitable if no horizontal T-junction extension intersects a vertical T-junction extension.
Face and edge extensions (along with analysis-suitability) are illustrated in Figure 2.
2.2. Anchors
Anchors are used in the construction of T-spline blending functions. For an analysis-
suitable T-mesh the anchors are located only in the active region and are defined as
follows:
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Figure 2: T-junction extension in two dimensions for a bicubic T-spline. Face exten-
sions are shown in green and edge extensions are shown in orange. The T-mesh on the
left is analysis-suitable whereas the T-mesh on the right is not due to intersecting face
extensions.
• if p and q are odd the anchors are vertices. It is written as tiuˆtju or equivalently
ti, ju.
• if p is even and q is odd the anchors are horizontal edges. It is written as pi1, i2qˆ
tju.
• if p is odd and q is even the anchors are vertical edges. It is written as tiu ˆ
pj1, j2q.
• if p and q are even the anchors are cells. It is written as pi1, i2q ˆ pj1, j2q.
The set of all anchors is denoted by A. The set of anchors for varying values of p and
q are shown in Figure 3.
3. Analysis-suitable T-splines
Analysis-suitable T-splines form a useful subset of T-splines. ASTS maintain the
important mathematical properties of the NURBS basis while providing an efficient
and highly localized refinement capability. Several important properties of ASTS have
been proven:
• The blending functions are linearly independent for any choice of knots [1].
• The basis constitutes a partition of unity [5].
• Each basis function is non-negative.
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(a) p “ 2, q “ 2, anchors are the
faces denoted by blue squares.
(b) p “ 3, q “ 2, anchors are the
vertical edges denoted by bold blue
vertical lines.
(c) p “ 2, q “ 3, anchors are the
horizontal edges denoted by bold
blue horizontal lines.
(d) p “ 3, q “ 3, anchors are the
vertices denoted by small blue
hollow squares.
Figure 3: The set of anchors for varying values of p and q. In this picture, the blue
regions denote anchor locations. Note that no anchors reside inside the frame region
(dark grey region).
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• They can be generalized to arbitrary degree [4].
• An affine transformation of an analysis-suitable T-spline is obtained by applying
the transformation to the control points. We refer to this as affine covariance.
This implies that all “patch tests” (see [56]) are satisfied a priori.
• They obey the convex hull property.
• They can be locally refined [12, 2, 5].
• A dual basis can be constructed [3, 4].
• Optimal approximation [5].
The important properties of ASTS emanate directly from the topological properties of
the underlying analysis-suitable T-mesh and resulting set of T-spline basis functions
constructed from it.
3.1. T-spline basis functions, spaces, and geometry
Given a parametric domain Ωˆ “ r0, 1s2 we define global horizontal and vertical
open knot vectors hK “ ts1, s2, . . . , smu and vK “ tt1, t2, . . . , tnu, respectively. In
other words,
0 “ s1 “ . . . “ sp`1 ă sp`2 ď . . . ď sm´p´1 ă sm´p “ . . . “ sm “ 1
and
0 “ t1 “ . . . “ tq`1 ă tq`2 ď . . . ď tn´q´1 ă tn´q “ . . . “ tn “ 1.
As a result, every T-mesh vertex V “ ti, ju P Ωˆ has the parametric representation
tsi, tju P Ωˆ. For reasons that will become apparent, we refer to a cell C P Cext
with positive parametric area as a Be´zier element. The parametric domain of a Be´zier
element is denoted by Ωˆe. The set of all Be´zier elements in a T-mesh is denoted by E.
For each anchor A “ a ˆ b P A we construct horizontal and vertical local index
vectors ti1, . . . , ip`2u and tj1, . . . , jq`2u made up of increasing (but not necessarily
consecutive) indices in hI and vI, respectively. Note that for p odd, tipp`3q{2u “ a, and
for p even, pipp{2q`1, ipp{2q`2q “ a. Similar relationships hold for q. The procedure
for determining local index vectors is shown in Fig. 4 for various polynomial degrees.
To clarify this procedure we describe the anchors and associated local index vectors.
In Figure 4a, p “ 2 and q “ 2 and thus the example anchor is the cell p4, 8q ˆ p3, 7q.
The horizontal local index vector is t3, 4, 8, 10u and the vertical local index vector is
t2, 3, 7, 9u. We observe that subset of the vertical skeleton located at index 9 does not
span the entire height of the anchor cell, hence it is not included in the horizontal local
index vector; similarly since subset of the horizontal skeleton located at index 8 does
not span the entire width of the cell it not included in the vertical local index vector.
In Figure 4b, p “ 3 and q “ 2 thus the example anchor is the vertical edge t9uˆp7, jq.
The horizontal local index vector is t5, 8, 9, 11, 12u and the vertical local index vector
is t6, 7, 9, 10u. Similar to the prior example the subset of the vertical skeleton at index
7
8 does not span the entire height of the anchor edge, hence it is not included in the
horizontal local index vector. Figure 4c shows the case where p “ 2 and q “ 3 thus the
example anchor is the horizontal edge p4, 7qˆt8u. The horizontal local index vector is
t3, 4, 7, 8u and the vertical local index vector is t3, 4, 8, 9, 10u. In the last case, shown
in Figure 4d, p “ 3 and q “ 3 thus the example anchor is the vertex t8u ˆ t8u. The
horizontal local index vector is t4, 5, 8, 9, 11u and the vertical local index vector is
t3, 4, 8, 9, 10u.
The T-spline blending function Np,qA ps, tq is given by
Np,qA ps, tq :“ NpArsi1 , . . . , sip`2spsqNqArtj1 , . . . , tjq`2sptq @ps, tq P Ωˆ (1)
where NpArsi1 , . . . , sip`2spsq and NqArtj1 , . . . , tjq`2sptq are B-spline basis functions
associated with the local knot vectors rsi1 , . . . , sip`2s Ă hK and rtj1 , . . . , tjq`2s Ă vK.
We define N to be the set of all basis functions associated with a T-mesh. Given a
weight wA P R` for each A P A a rational T-spline basis function Rp,qA : Ωˆ Ñ R can
be written as
Rp,qA ps, tq “
Np,qA ps, tqř
APA wAN
p,q
A ps, tq
(2)
“ N
p,q
A ps, tq
wps, tq (3)
where wps, tq : Ωˆ Ñ R is called a weight function. For clarity we will often suppress
the dependence on the polynomial degrees p, q and write the basis function as RA.
Figure 5 shows several T-spline basis functions plotted in the parametric domain Ωˆ.
An ASTS space, denoted by T , is the span of the blending functions in N constructed
from an analysis-suitable T-mesh. Given vector valued control points,PA P Rn, n “ 2
or 3, the geometry of a T-spline can be written as
xps, tq “
ÿ
APA
PAwARAps, tq. (4)
4. Local linear independence of analysis-suitable T-splines
The local linear independence of analysis-suitable T-splines is an important theo-
retical result in its own right and is critical for our definition of hierarchical analysis-
suitable T-splines in Section 5. The (global) linear independence of analysis-suitable
T-splines was first shown in [1]. Local linear independence is a stronger result than
global linear independence and is the notion of linear independence enjoyed by stan-
dard C0 finite element bases. Local linear independence implies that the finite element
basis is linearly independent over every element domain. For smooth locally-refined
bases this element-level notion of linear independence may be lost.
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(a) p “ 2, q “ 2 (b) p “ 3, q “ 2
(c) p “ 2, p “ 3 (d) p “ 3, q “ 3
Figure 4: Examples for how local index vectors are constructed for T-spline basis func-
tions of varying values of the polynomial degrees p and q. The function anchors are
marked with light blue. The horizontal line used to determine the horizontal local in-
dex vector is indicated with a dark blue dashed line. The vertical line used to calculate
the vertical local index vector is marked with a green dashed line. The indices that
contribute to the local index vectors are marked with ˆ.
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Figure 5: T-spline basis functions and supports in the parametric domain Ωˆ for p “
q “ 3. Anchor locations are denoted by a star.
4.1. Preliminaries
Given a knot vector ts1 ď s2 ď . . . ď smu and degree p we can recursively define
n “ m´ p´ 1 B-spline basis functions Ni,ppsq as follows:
N0i psq “
#
1 si ď s ă si`1
0 otherwise.
(5)
Npi psq “
s´ si
si`p ´ siN
p´1
i psq `
si`p`1 ´ s
si`p`1 ´ si`1N
p´1
i`1 psq. (6)
The de Boor algorithm [57] provides a standard method for evaluating a B-spline, al-
though other possibilities exist [58, 59]. A B-spline basis function Npi psq can also
be denoted by N rsi, . . . , si`p`1spsq. Following [60], there exist dual functionals
λj,p “ λrsj , . . . , sj`p`1s such that λj,ppNpi psqq “ δj,i where the Kronecker delta
δi,j is zero when i ‰ j and one otherwise. We have the following two results:
Lemma 4.1. Suppose fpsq “ řni“1 ciNpi psq. Then cj “ λpj pfpsqq.
Lemma 4.2. For any function fpsq “ řni“1 ciNpi psq, if fpsq “ 0, sk ď s ď sk`1
then for j “ k ´ p, k ´ p` 1, . . . , k we have that λpj pfpsqq “ 0.
As shown in [4, 3] the notion of a dual basis can be extended to analysis-suitable
T-splines.
Theorem 4.3. Given an analysis-suitable T-mesh and associated basis functions tNp,qA :
A P Ap,qu the set of functionals tλp,qA : A P Ap,qu form a dual basis. Specifically, we
have that
λp,qA “ λArsi1 , . . . , sip`2s b λArtj1 , . . . , tjq`2s
where λArsi1 , . . . , sip`2s and λArtj1 , . . . , tjq`2s are dual basis functions correspond-
ing to univariate B-splines [60] with local knot vectors tsi1 , . . . , sip`2u and ttj1 , . . . , tjq`2u,
respectively.
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4.2. Proof of local linear independence
Lemma 4.4. Let C P Cext be a cell from an analysis-suitable extended T-mesh with
vertices til, jbu, tir, jbu, tir, jtu, and til, jtu. If the basis function anchored at A P
Ap,q with local index vectors ti1, . . . , ip`2u and tj1, . . . , jq`2u is non-zero overC then
there must either exist an integer k, 1 ď k ď p` 1, such that il “ ik and ir “ ik`1 or
an integer `, 1 ď ` ď q ` 1, such that jb “ j` and jt “ j``1.
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false, then there exists at least one cell in Cext that vio-
lates the condition. We denote this cell by be C˚. Since C˚ violates the condition there
exists at least one corner of C˚ that lies in tik, ik`1uˆtj`, j``1u where 1 ď k ď p`1
and 1 ď ` ď q`1. Without loss of generality we may assume that tp2 u`3 ď k ď p`1
and t q2 u` 3 ď ` ď q ` 1. We have following three cases:
1. The corner is a vertex of the original T-mesh. This violates Lemma 3.2(a) in [4].
2. The corner is the result of the intersection of two perpendicular T-junction ex-
tensions. This violates the assumption that the T-mesh is analysis-suitable.
3. The corner is the result of the intersection of one T-junction extension and a T-
mesh edge. Without loss of generality, we assume the edge is a horizontal edge
and the T-junction extension is vertical and is associated with a T-junction T1.
As the edge cannot intersect the vertical line irp{2s`1, it must terminate in a T-
junction T2. Examining the extensions associated with T1 and T2 we find that
they must intersect. This violates the assumption that the T-mesh is analysis-
suitable.
Hence, such cell cannot exist.
Theorem 4.5. The basis for an analysis-suitable T-spline is locally linearly indepen-
dent.
Proof. Let an arbitrary Be´zier element, E P E, from an analysis-suitable T-mesh be
given. We denote the element vertices by til, jbu, tir, jbu, tir, jtu, and til, jtu. Let
Ae be the set of anchors whose corresponding basis functions are non-zero over Ωˆe.
Assume that fps, tq “ řAPAe cANAps, tq “ 0 for all s, t P Ωˆe. By Lemma 4.4, since
NA is non-zero over E, there exists either a k, 1 ď k ď p ` 1, such that il “ ik and
ir “ ik`1 or an `, 1 ď ` ď q ` 1, such that jb “ j` and jt “ j``1. By Lemma 4.3
cA “ λp,qA pfps, tqq
“ λArsi1 , . . . , sip`2s b λArtj1 , . . . , tjq`2spfps, tqq.
Since fps, tq “ 0 for sik ď s ď sik`1 or fps, tq “ 0 for tj` ď t ď tj``1 we have by
Lemma 4.2 that
λArsi1 , . . . , sip`2spfps, tqq “ 0
or
λArtj1 , . . . , tjq`2spfps, tqq “ 0
which completes the proof.
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5. Hierarchical analysis-suitable T-splines
A hierarchical T-spline space is constructed from a finite sequence of N nested
ASTS spaces, T α Ă T α`1, α “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1, and N bounded open index domains,
ΩˆN Ď ΩˆN´1 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď Ωˆ1, which define the nested domains for the hierarchy. Two
important theoretical results for ASTS will be used in the construction of hierarchical
analysis-suitable T-splines:
Theorem 5.1. Given two analysis-suitable T-meshes with non-overlapping T-junction
extensions, T1 and T2 , if T1ext Ď T2ext, then T 1 Ď T 2.
Theorem 5.2. Analysis-suitable T-splines are locally linear independent.
We note that to accommodate overlapping T-junction extensions requires a minor
generalization of Theorem 5.1 which is not reproduced here to maintain clarity of ex-
position. For a complete description of the underlying theory we refer the interested
reader to [5]. The local linear independence of ASTS is proven in Section 4.
5.1. Sequences of analysis-suitable T-meshes
We construct a sequence of N analysis-suitable T-meshes such that T α Ď T α`1,
α “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1, as follows:
1. Create Tα`1 from Tα by subdividing each cell in Eα into four congruent cells.
2. Extend T-junctions in Tα`1 until it is analysis-suitable and Tαext Ď Tα`1ext .
This algorithm is graphically demonstrated in Figure 6 for a particular T-mesh. For
an efficient and general algorithm to produce nested analysis-suitable T-spline spaces
see [2].
5.2. Hierarchical T-spline spaces
The hierarchical analysis-suitable T-spline basis can be constructed recursively in
a manner analogous to that used for hierarchical B-splines [8]:
1. Initialize H1 “ N1.
2. Recursively construct Hα`1 from Hα by setting
Hα`1 “ Hα`1coarse Y Hα`1fine, α “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1,
where
Hα`1coarse “ tN P Hα : supppNq Ę Ωˆα`1u,
and
Hα`1fine “ tN P Nα`1 : supppNq Ď Ωˆα`1u.
3. Set H “ HN .
We denote the number of functions in H by nf . We call the space spanned by the
functions in H a hierarchical analysis-suitable T-spline space and denote it by H. To
make the ideas concrete a univariate hierarchical spline space is shown in Figure 7.
The linear independence of the functions in H follows immediately from the def-
inition of hierarchical T-splines and the local linear independence of ASTS (see Sec-
tion 4).
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(a) The initial T-mesh, Tα.
(b) Create Tα`1 from Tα by
subdividing Be´zier elements.
(c) Extend T-junctions until Tα`1
is analysis-suitable and
Tα Ď Tα`1.
Figure 6: Generating nested analsysis-suitable T-meshes. In Figures (b) and (c) the
zero parametric area region is omitted for clarity.
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1
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Figure 7: Basis functions for a univariate hierarchical spline space. Functions in H
are indicated by solid colored lines. Functions dependent on higher-level functions
are indicated by dashed colored lines. Functions which are not fully supported in the
hierarchy of domains are indicated by grey dotted lines. Hierarchical domains are
black and Be´zier elements are green. Note that functions in H are supported entirely
by Be´zier elements.
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Lemma 5.3. The functions in the hierarchical basis H are linearly independent.
Proof. See Lemma 2 in [8]
Lemma 5.4. Given H1, . . . ,HN , a sequence of hierarchical analysis-suitable T-spline
bases, spanHα Ď spanHα`1, α “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1.
Proof. See Lemma 3 in [8]
By construction, T 1 Ď H, thus the approximation properties of analysis-suitable
T-splines are inherited by their hierarchical counterpart. In particular, constants are
exactly represented and all patch tests are exactly satisfied [5, 56].
6. Be´zier extraction of hierarchical analysis-suitable T-splines
The Be´zier extraction framework [29, 61, 9] can be extended to HASTS in a straight-
forward fashion. Using Be´zier extraction, the spline hierarchy is collapsed onto a single
level finite element mesh which can then be processed by standard finite element codes
without any explicit knowledge of HASTS algorithms or data structures.
6.1. Bernstein basis functions
The univariate Bernstein basis functions are written as
Bi,ppξq “ 1
2p
ˆ
p
i´ 1
˙
p1´ ξqp´pi´1qp1` ξqi´1 (7)
where ξ P r´1, 1s and the binomial coefficient ` pi´1˘“ p!pi´1q!pp`1´iq! , 1 ď i ď p ` 1.
In CAGD, the Bernstein polynomials are usually defined over the unit interval r0, 1s,
but in finite element analysis the biunit interval is preferred to take advantage of the
usual domains for Gauss quadrature. The univariate Bernstein basis has the following
properties:
• Partition of unity.
p`1ÿ
i“1
Bi,ppξq “ 1 @ξ P r´1, 1s
• Pointwise nonnegativity.
Bi,ppξq ě 0 @ξ P r´1, 1s
• Endpoint interpolation.
B1,pp´1q “ Bp`1,pp1q “ 1
• Symmetry.
Bi,ppξq “ Bp`1´i,pp´ξq @ξ P r´1, 1s
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p “ 3
Figure 8: The Bernstein basis for polynomial degrees p “ 1, 2, 3.
Figure 8 shows the Bernstein basis for polynomial degrees p “ 1, 2, 3. We construct
a bivariate Bernstein basis function of degree p “ tp, qu by Ba,p : Ω¯ Ñ R` Y 0
where a “ 1, . . . , nb, nb “ pp` 1qpq ` 1q, and Ω¯ “ r´1, 1s2, as the tensor product of
univariate basis functions
Bapi,jq,ppξ, ηq “ Bi,ppξqBj,qpηq (8)
with
a pi, jq “ pp` 1qpj ´ 1q ` i. (9)
6.2. The geometry of a hierarchical representation
In a single level T-spline, basis functions and control points have a one-to-one re-
lationship and each control point influences the geometry in a similar manner. In a
hierarchical context it is common to only associate control points with the functions in
N1. This is the convention adopted in this paper. Note that by construction every blend-
ing function in N1 can be written in terms of basis functions in H (see Lemma 5.4). We
call the functions in N1 geometric blending functions. We use ng to denote the number
of geometric blending functions.
Given vector valued control points, PG P Rn, n “ 2 or 3, and weights wG, the
geometry of a hierarchical representation x : Ωˆ Ñ Ω can be written as
xps, tq “
řng
G“1PGwGNGps, tqřng
G“1 wGNGps, tq
(10)
“
řng
G“1PGwGNGps, tq
wps, tq (11)
where ps, tq P Ωˆ, G is used to index the geometric blending functions, and wps, tq
is the weight function. The decoupling of geometry from the basis functions in H
is an additional complexity unique to hierarchical representations which is elegantly
addressed via Be´zier extraction.
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6.3. Be´zier Elements
The set of Be´zier elements underlying a hierarchical T-spline are determined re-
cursively in a manner similar to the basis. We denote the set of Be´zier elements in a
hierarchy by HE. We construct HE as follows:
1. Initialize HE1 “ E1.
2. Recursively construct HEα`1 from HEα by setting
HEα`1 “ HEα`1coarse Y HEα`1fine, α “ 1, . . . , N ´ 1,
where
HEα`1coarse “ te P HEα : Ωˆe Ę Ωˆα`1u,
and
HEα`1fine “ te P Eα`1 : Ωˆe Ď Ωˆα`1u.
3. Set HE “ HEN .
We denote the number of Be´zier elements in HE by ne.
6.4. Element localization
Using standard techniques [29, 61] it is possible to determine the set of functions
in H which are nonzero over any element in HE. This gives rise to a standard element
connectivity map which, given an element index e and local function index a, returns a
global function index A. In other words A “ IENpe, aq. The reader is referred to [56]
for additional details on common approaches to finite element localization and the IEN
array. Note that A can indicate an anchor or a global function index.
We write a rational hierarchical T-spline basis function, restricted to element e, as
Reaps, tq “ N
e
aps, tq
weps, tq (12)
where ps, tq P Ωˆe and weps, tq is the element weight function restricted to element e.
The element geometric map xe : Ωˆe Ñ Ωe is the restriction of xps, tq to element e.
6.5. Be´zier extraction
To present the basic ideas, Be´zier extraction for a B-spline curve is shown graph-
ically in Figure 9. Be´zier extraction constructs a linear transformation defined by a
matrix referred to as the extraction operator. The extraction operator maps a Bernstein
polynomial basis defined on Be´zier elements to the global spline basis. The transpose
of the extraction operator maps the control points of the spline to the Be´zier control
points.
Each hierarchical basis function supported by element e can be written in Be´zier
form as
Neapspξq, tpηqq “
nbÿ
b“1
cabBbpξ, ηq (13)
“ N¯eapξ, ηq (14)
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Figure 9: Illustration of the Be´zier extraction operator Ce for a spline of degree 3.
where the dependence of the Bernstein polynomialBbpξ, ηq on the polynomial degrees
p and q has been suppressed for clarity. The overbar will be used to denote a quantity
written in terms of the Bernstein basis defined over the element domain Ω¯. The Be´zier
coefficients cab are computed using standard knot insertion techniques [29]. We denote
the vector of hierarchical basis functions supported by element e by Hepξ, ηq and the
vector of Bernstein basis functions by Bpξ, ηq. We then have that
Nepspξq, tpηqq “ CeBpξ, ηq (15)
“ N¯epξ, ηq (16)
where Ce is the element extraction operator (see [9]). In other words, the element
extraction operator is composed of the Be´zier coefficients cab .
We write the element weight function as
wepspξq, tpηqq “
negÿ
g“1
wegN
e
g pspξq, tpηqq
“
negÿ
g“1
weg
nbÿ
b“1
cgbBbpξ, ηq
“
nbÿ
b“1
¨˝
negÿ
g“1
wegc
g
b
‚˛Bbpξ, ηq
“
nbÿ
b“1
webBbpξ, ηq
“ w¯epξ, ηq.
where neg is the number of geometric basis functions which are non-zero over element
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e. We may also write the rational hierarchical basis functions as
Reapspξq, tpηqq “ N
e
apspξq, tpηqq
wepspξq, tpηqq
“ N¯
e
apξ, ηq
w¯epξ, ηq
“ R¯eapξ, ηq.
Finally, the element geometric map can be written as
xepspξq, tpηqq “
řneg
g“1PegwegNeg pspξq, tpηqq
wepspξq, tpηqq
“
řneg
g“1Pegweg
řnb
b“1 c
g
bBbpξ, ηq
w¯epξ, ηq
“
řnb
b“1
´řneg
g“1Pegwegc
g
b
¯
Bbpξ, ηq
w¯epξ, ηq
“
řnb
b“1QebwebBbpξ, ηq
w¯epξ, ηq
“ x¯epξ, ηq.
The implementation of a finite element framework based on Be´zier extraction is de-
scribed in detail in [29, 61].
7. Computational Results
We illustrate the use of hierarchical T-splines in the context of isogeometric anal-
ysis. We consider problems that highlight the unique attributes of both hierarchical
refinement and T-splines. The examples used are inspired by those found in [2, 8, 9].
7.1. A comparison between ASTS and HASTS local refinement
We compare local refinement of ASTS to local refinement of HASTS. When work-
ing with ASTS all refinement is performed on a single level whereas when working
with HASTS this constraint is relaxed. For additional algorithmic details on local
refinement of ASTS see [2]. We locally refine the T-spline ship hull design shown
in Fig. 10 using both methods. The geometry is constructed using the Autodesk T-
spline plugin for Rhino3d [62]. T-splines are popular in ship hull design because an
entire hull can be modeled by a single watertight surface with a minimal number of
control points [63]. T-junctions can be used to efficiently model local features. Note
that the initial T-spline of the hull contains just 75 control points and 36 Be´zier ele-
ments.
We restrict the refinement region to the locations detailed in Fig. 11. It is assumed
that the original design is too coarse to be used as a basis for analysis and additional
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Figure 10: A T-spline container ship hull. The surface is C2-continuous everywhere.
resolution is required in the rectangular region followed by highly localized refinements
along the region corresponding to the curve.
The HASTS refinement algorithm is based on the algorithm presented in [9] for
spline forests. The algorithm is element-based, meaning refinement is driven by the
subdivision of Be´zier elements. The hierarchical basis is then reextracted into the new
hierarchical T-mesh topology to generate the new set of Be´zier elements. A detailed
description of the underlying algorithms, in the context of HASTS, will be postponed
to a future publication. Figure 12 shows three HASTS local refinements along the
curve shown in Figure 11. The elements are colored according to their level, α, in the
hierarchy. Note that no nonlocal propagation of local refinement occurs for HASTS.
Only those elements specified for refinement are subdivided. This is possible due to
the relaxation of the single level constraint inherent in ASTS. The refinements form a
nested sequence of C2-continuous hierarchical analysis-suitable T-spline spaces. The
geometry of the hull is exactly preserved during refinement. The final HASTS is com-
posed of 1857 Be´zier elements and 1193 basis functions. However, only 75 geometric
blending functions and control points are used to define the hull geometry.
As a comparison, Figure 13 shows the results of ASTS local refinement using the
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Figure 11: The regions of the container ship hull where local refinement will be per-
formed. Refinement is first performed in the rectangular region followed by highly
localized refinement along the curve.
algorithm from [2]. The top figure shows the control points added during local re-
finement (black dots) along the curve. The region selected for refinement is shown in
red. Observe the propagation of the control points away from the selected refinement
region. The bottom figure shows the resulting Be´zier elements after refinement. Super-
fluous control points and elements are added just to satisfy the single level constraint
inherent in the definition of ASTS.
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Figure 12: Three iterations of HASTS local refinement along the curve for the con-
tainer ship hull in Figure 10. The elements are colored according to their level, α, in
the hierarchy. The refinements form a nested sequence of C2-continuous hierarchical
analysis-suitable T-spline spaces. The geometry of the hull is exactly preserved during
refinement.
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Figure 13: The results of ASTS local refinement using the algorithm from [2]. The
top figure shows the control points added during local refinement (black dots) along
the curve. Observe the propagation of the control points away from the selected refine-
ment region. The bottom figure shows the resulting Be´zier elements after refinement.
Superfluous control points and elements are added just to satisfy the single level con-
straint inherent in the definition of ASTS.
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Figure 14: The advection skew to the mesh problem statement.
7.2. HASTS as an adaptive basis
We now consider HASTS as an adaptive basis for isogeometric analysis. We choose
as a benchmark the advection skew to the mesh problem shown in Figure 14. This
problem is advection dominated, with diffusivity of 10´6. Along the external boundary,
the boundary conditions are selected such that sharp interior and boundary layers are
present in the solution. In this case, θ “ 45 degrees.
7.2.1. Problem Statement
Let Ω be a bounded region in R2 and assume Ω has a piecewise smooth boundary
Γ. Let x “ txiu2i“1 denote a general point in Ω, and let the temperature at a point
x P Ω be denoted by φpxq P R. Given Dirichlet boundary data, g : Γ Ñ R, the steady-
state advection-diffusion boundary value problem consists of finding the temperature
φ such that
u ¨∇φ´∇ ¨ pκ∇φq “ 0 on Ω
φ “ g on Γ (17)
where u : Ω Ñ R2 and κ : Ω Ñ R2ˆ2 are the spatially varying solenoidal velocity
vector and symmetric, positive-definite, diffusivity tensor, respectively. Note that in
this paper we define κ “ κδij where κ is a positive constant called the diffusivity coef-
ficient. We employ SUPG [64] with a standard definition for the element stabilization
parameter, τe.
7.2.2. A residual based error estimator
To estimate the error we employ a simple residual-based explicit estimator based
on the variational multiscale theory for fluids [65, 66, 67, 68]. It is given by
||φ1||Ωe « τe||u ¨∇φ´∇ ¨ κ∇φ||Ωe . (18)
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Note that this error estimator underestimates the error for diffusion-dominated flows
but is adequate for the advection-dominated benchmark presented in this paper. Using
standard techniques [56] we use the element scaling
r “ h
e
α`1
heα
“
ˆ
tol
||φ1||Ωe
˙1{β
(19)
where heα, h
e
α`1 are the mesh size distributions for Tα and Tα`1, respectively, and β
is the order of convergence of the method. The element size, he, is the square root of
the element area. We flag elements for refinement if r ă 1. The adaptive process is
repeated until a specified convergence tolerance is attained or a maximum number of
hierarchical levels are introduced.
7.3. Results
We solve the problem with C1 biquadratic and C2 bicubic hierarchical T-splines.
The initial T-mesh for both cases is shown in Figure 15. Note that the initial T-mesh is
locally refined to accommodate the presence of sharp boundary layers in the solution.
Note that this refinement is not hierarchical. We have found that judiciously performing
local refinement of the first level of a T-spline hierarchy to accommodate geometric
features or boundary conditions leads to smaller hierarchies and more efficient solution
procedures.
During each adaptive step the error is assessed as described in Section 7.2.2, ele-
ments are flagged for refinement and subdivided, and a new hierarchical basis is then
extracted into the new hierarchical T-mesh topology. This generates a refined set of
Be´zier elements. The sequence of Be´zier mesh refinements is shown for both the bi-
quadratic and bicubic case in Figures 16–17. The sequence of biquadratic refinements
form a nested sequence of C1-continuous HASTS spaces, whereas the sequence of
bicubic refinements form a nested sequence of C2-continuous HASTS spaces. Note
that fewer elements are required for convergence as the smoothness and order of the
basis increases [9].
To illustrate the structure and distribution of the hierarchical basis the Greville ab-
scissae [23] are plotted in Figures 18–20. Note that a linear parameterization was em-
ployed for all meshes and the level zero control points and blending functions define
the geometry. The dots are scaled according to their level in the hierarchy; a larger dot
denotes a lower level. The sequence of solutions are shown in Figures 21–22.
8. Conclusion
We have presented hierarchical analysis-suitable T-splines which is a superset of
both analysis-suitable T-splines and hierarchical B-splines. We have also developed
the necessary theoretical formulation of HASTS including a proof of the local linear
independence of analysis-suitable T-splines. We presented a simple algorithm for the
creation of nested T-spline spaces and also extended Be´zier extraction to HASTS. We
then demonstrated the potential of HASTS by comparing HASTS to a local refinement
algorithm for T-splines which demonstrated the improved efficiency and locality of
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Figure 15: Initial T-mesh for the static advection skew to the mesh problem.
using a hierarchical approach. We also demonstrated the use of HASTS in the context
of isogeometric analysis by solving the benchmark static skew advection problem.
In future work we will provide a detailed description of the underlying algorithms
to perform hierarchical refinement in the context of HASTS. We will also consider
hierarchical p and k refinements of T-splines. Finally, we intend to extend the definition
of spline forests in [9] to the T-spline regime. This will allow us to accommodate
smooth interfaces and also interface directly with commercial T-spline products.
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